radiosport RS20S headset

Read Me First!

Stereo/Dual-Watch/Dual-Receive Listen-Only headset in Carbon Fiber finish

Congratulations on acquisition of your new radiosport headset.
Every effort has been made to build simply the best headsets we can for
Amateur Radio. In order to enjoy your new headset to the fullest we
would like to cover some of the adjustments and features of your
radiosport headset.

Fit the headset to your head…

The headset is adjustable and is originally set for a small head to provide
a comfortable fit for even young teenager Amateur Radio Operator or
Shortwave Listener. To have the most comfortable fit you may want to
spread the headband by pulling the headphone ear cups outward to
stretch the band’s loop. Stretch it just enough so there is not too much
pressure on the sides of your head, but enough to seal the ear cushions
around your ears so you enjoy the benefits of noise reduction and so that
they want slip off during normal head movement. If you go too far, no
problem, simply push the headphone ear cups back together slipping one
cup past the other if needed to narrow the spread.
The stainless steel band is very sturdy and the Thumb-Adjust nuts that
retain the slider can be loosened and tightened to position the cups over
your ears.

How you wear them makes the difference in comfort…

Always set the headband over the center of your ears or slightly forward for the best balance and comfort. If you
wear the headset too far back you will feel weight placed on your neck. Proper balance means not feeling the
headset weight. If you get used to this simple adjustment when putting on your headset you will find them very light
and comfortable.

deluxe “dream” edition…

The RS20S now comes standard with all of our comfort options including Gel Ear Cushions, Cloth Ear Covers and our
new Soft Pillow-Top headband cover for the most comfortable fit. Our Gel Ear Cushions provide the maximum in
comfort even for operators wearing glasses. The Cloth Covers reduce perspiration in hot humid climates or when
wearing for weekend long contests. The new Soft Pillow-Top headband cover helps distribute the headset weight
over a much larger area. (Outdoors in humid summer climates try our cool Foam-filled Ear Cushions – perfect for Field
Day!)

Radio Interface…

The RS20S is provided with a rugged detachable cord terminated in a 3.5mm Stereo headphone plug. This allows the
headset to be used with small QRP radios as well as other mobile devices. For use with typical HF radios a quality
3.5mm to ¼” headphone adapter is provided. Most HF radios since the early 1990s support stereo headsets and
indeed have stereo audio amplifiers inside even though they have only one receiver.
Tell us what you think of your radiosport headset. Drop me an email to: radiosportheadsets@gmail.com
Tell others too… Visit www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9718
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